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ABSTRACT 

 

ARTICLE INFO 

Security-sensitive environments protect their resources against unauthorized access by 

enforcing access control mechanisms. Text based passwords are not secure enough for 

such applications. User authentication can be improved by using both Biometrics and 

structured images. The system developed displays an image or set of images to the user, 

who would then select one to identify them. The system uses such image based 

passwords and integrates image registration and notification interfaces. Image 

registration enables users to have their own image compare with image stored in 

database. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 

Authentication plays an important role in protecting 

resources against unauthorized use. Many authentication 

processes exist from simple password based authentication 

system to costly and computation intensive authentication 

systems. But still the most widely used authentication 

system is based on the use of text passwords. Text based 

passwords are not secure enough for many applications that 

enforce security by access control mechanisms. 

Authentication based on text based passwords has major 

drawbacks. More sophisticated authentication process is 

costly and may need additional equipment or hardware. To 

overcome such drawbacks we propose to develop a system 

for verification of personal identity using image processing 

tools. We have investigated how the security of user 

authentication can be improved by using both finger print 

biometrics, structured images and text-based-passwords 

with virtual keyboard.  

 Authentication is a function where a user presents 

some credentials to the system. If the system recognizes this 

set of credentials or the credentials match a given set on the 

system, then the user is said to be authorized otherwise the 

user is not authorized. Authentication is needed to let the 

system perform some tasks for the user. The user needs to 

be authorized to request services from the system. So, for a 

new user, he has to get registered with a system and then  

 

 

authenticated before he can request services. In a basic 

authentication process, a user presents some credentials like 

user ID and some more information to prove that the user is 

the true owner of the user ID. This process is simple and 

easy to implement. A complicated process involves a user 

ID, password and a key value generated with time and 

which changes constantly at fixed intervals. A user is 

authenticated only if all three values are right. This is better 

and more secure than the basic authentication process as the 

user has to be there physically to use the changing key. An 

example of this process is use of smart cards. The third 

authentication process uses biometrics. Biometrics can 

measure finger prints, facial image scan and many more. In 

this case, a user always has these credentials on him. User 

has to present physically for authentication. The most 

widely used authentication process uses user ID and a 

password.  

 

II. LITERATURE SURVEY 

Biometric based authentication system  

 To prevent mishandling of secured data and misuse 

of it by unauthorized persons particularly hackers and anti 

social elements, these biometric systems are used. The 

technology to prevent unauthorized usage of secured 

resources, ensuring unique identity and safety with the 

usage of fuzzy logic, and neural networks in implementing 
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face recognition techniques and also an advanced technique 

on fingerprint recognition. Fingerprint recognition technique 

is used for allowing access only to the stored fingerprints, S. 

Santtosh, Fred Kaggwa[1] [2] says that, multiple 

enrollments can also improve the recognition accuracy of a 

fingerprint recognition system by lowering the error rates, 

allowing robustness by lowering the False Rejection Rates 

for low quality or worn-out fingerprint images and also 

make spoofing harder. Multiple enrolled fingerprints per 

individual can be collected in a onetime session (with in the 

same period of time and day) or at multiple sessions for 

example after a three to five weeks time. Biometrics, the 

application of statistical analysis to identify individuals 

through their biological or physiological characteristics, is 

emerging as a key aspect in new security systems as stated 

in [3]. Takada Tetsuji [4] states that, using biometrics, it is 

possible to avoid pitfalls encountered with traditional 

security systems where users are required to keep 

information, such as passwords, safe. Biometric 

authentication systems may be very safe and secure and 

reliable as well as cost effective and provide additional 

support in security. Deploying such systems for internet 

may be very easy suitable. 

 

Content based image retrieval (CBIR)  : 

Content-based image retrieval system retrieves an image 

from a database using visual information such as color, 

texture, or shape as given in [5]. In most systems, the user 

queries by presenting an example image that has the 

intended feature [6]. Although this approach has advantages 

in effective query processing, it is inferior in expressive 

power and the user cannot represent all intended features in 

his query. 

Rui.Y [7]  has proposed a survey of technical achievements 

in area of image retrieval. He has brought into light, the 

demand for the CBIR in real time application. He also 

proposed the past and current achievements in indexing and 

extracting the visual feature of the images. 

A.W.M.Smeulders [8] has provided the steps carried out in 

content based image retrieval process. The features used for 

retrieval are also spoken here. The disadvantages like need 

for databases, role of similarity and problems of evaluation 

were also discussed. Subrahmanyam Murala [9] presented a 

novel image indexing and retrieval algorithm using local 

tetra patterns (LTrPs) for content-based image retrieval 

(CBIR). The standard local Ternary pattern (LTP) and local 

Binary pattern (LBP) encode the relationship between the 

referenced pixel and its surrounding neighbours by 

computing gray-level difference .Using this difference,  the 

images are compared and retrieved.  Color is one of the 

most important features that make possible the recognition 

of images by humans and color feature is one of the most 

commonly used visual features in image retrieval. Texture is 

defined as structure of surfaces formed by repeating a 

particular element or several elements in different relative 

spatial positions. Gabor wavelet is widely adopted to extract 

texture from the images for retrieval and has been shown to 

be very efficient [9]. 

 

The text-based-password using virtual keyboard : 

So far there have been several research proposals for 

mitigating the shoulder surfing problem of virtual keyboards. 

Ankit Parekh, Ajinkya Pawar, Pratik Munot, Piyush Mantri 

[10] have proposed an anti-screen shot virtual keyboard. In 

this idea, the keys on a particular row of the keyboard would 

be replaced by some special characters when the mouse 

cursor moves over it. When the user click on a particular 

key, all the keys would be replaced by the special character 

such that a screen shot at that moment will not reveal the 

actual key aimed by the user. In another work, Dhamija 

Rachna, Perrig Adrian [11] have proposed a colored 

keyboard implementation. The alphabets and numbers in the 

keyboard are given different colors. The whole keys on the 

keyboard are shuffled every time after the user clicks a 

particular key. Before clicking on the desired key, the users 

have to note down the position of the key. Then a button 

captioned 'Hide Keys' have to be pressed. That will hide the 

characters from the keys and empty keys will be displayed. 

Users have to click on the key that contained the desired 

key earlier. They may utilize the key color for remembering 

this. A spy-resistant virtual keyboard for password entry in 

public touch screen displays was proposed in [12]. This 

approach is based on creating a tile of characters underlined 

in red, blue and green colors and hiding the keys at the 

moment when user makes a key selection.  

 

III. PROPOSED WORK  

 The proposed system can be classified into three 

distinct levels for authentication. First level will use the 

image as password and use the Content based image 

retrieval technique to detect and compare the images. Then 

for improving the efficiency of the system, next level would 

be the fingerprint biometric. Here the user will enroll its 

fingerprint into the system via a R305 module. Then finally, 

to make the authentication process successful, the user will 

input its text based password through a virtual keyboard. 

This three level authentication system will ensure the users 

identity and make the system secure. 

Fig 1. shows the system architecture for the proposed work. 

It consists of all the modules of the proposed work. 

 
Fig. 1. System architecture 

 

Modules: 

Registration:  
User friendly graphical user interface will be developed for 

registration of the new users. A user is registered using his 

user name and an image. Once the user selects his own 

image, it is displayed on the window for the user to verify 
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his image. He can bring his own image in a storage device. 

The images are read byte wise and hashed using a secure 

hashing function SHA-1. Images are large files. But SHA-1 

algorithm produces a 20 byte output which is very secure 

and requires less memory. This system will be implemented 

in Matlab Image Processing. Matlab Image Processing is 

platform independent, portable and most suitable for 

Internet applications. 

 

Image Matching: 

Content Based Image Retrieval (CBIR), by which images 

would be indexed by their visual content such as color, 

texture, shape etc. and the desired images are retrieved from 

a large collection, on the basis of features that can be 

automatically extracted from the images themselves.  

 
Fig 2: Content Based Image Retrieval Process. 

 

Fig 2. depicts the process of image retrieval. Basically, a 

CBIR system work in this way: A feature vector is extracted 

from each image in the database and the set of all feature 

vectors is organized as a database index. At query time, a 

feature vector is extracted from the query image and it is 

matched against the feature vectors in the index. 

 

Color Feature: 

Color is one of the most important features that make 

possible the recognition of images by humans and color 

feature is one of the most commonly used visual features in 

image retrieval. Color is a property that depends on the 

reflection of light to the eye and the processing of that 

information in the brain. It is an important dimension of 

human visual perception that allows discrimination and 

recognition of visual information.  

 

Color Similarity Measure: 

To determine the distance between  vector of database 

image and query image, it is given by: 

   ...(1)                                                                    

where d is the dimension of the vector, 

Here we use the Canberra Distance measuring algorithm. 

The Canberra distance measure is used for similarity 

comparison. It allows the feature set to be in unnormalized 

form. The Canberra distance measure is given by: 

     ...(2)                                                                  

Where x and y are the feature vectors of query and database 

image respectively, of dimension d. 

 

Texture Feature: 

Texture is defined as structure of surfaces formed by 

repeating a particular element or several elements in 

different relative spatial positions. Generally, the repetition 

involves local variations of scale, orientation, or other 

geometric and optical features of the elements. Gabor 

wavelet is widely adopted to extract texture from the images 

for retrieval and has been shown to be very efficient. 

Basically Gabor filters are a group of wavelets, with each 

wavelet capturing energy at a specific frequency and 

specific orientation. The scale and orientation tunable 

property of Gabor filter makes it especially useful for 

texture analysis. 

 

Texture Similarity Measure: 
 The distance between query image and database image is 

given by: 

      ...(3)                                                                              

fg
q 

={µ00,σ00, µ01, σ01,……………, µ35,σ35} denote texture 

feature vector of query image and  

fg
r
= {µ00,σ00, µ01, σ01,……………, µ35,σ35} denote texture 

feature vector of database image. 

 

Combining the Color and Texture Feature: 

To improve the discriminating power of color indexing, we 

can encode a minimal amount of spatial information in the 

index by dividing the image horizontally into three equal 

non-overlapping regions and extracting moments from these 

regions. Assuming the value to calculate the color feature 

vector c of length as 27 for query image and images in the 

image database and distance between them is computed 

using Canberra distance measure. The results of a query 

would be displayed in decreasing similarity order. 

In the case of low level texture feature, by applying Gabor 

filters on the image with 4 scales and 6 orientations, an 

array of magnitudes can be obtained. The mean µmn and 

standard deviation σmn of the magnitudes are used to create a 

texture feature vector g of length 48. Canberra distance 

measure is used for computing the distance and the results 

of a query are displayed in decreasing similarity order. 

The retrieval result using only single feature may be 

inefficient. It may either retrieve images not similar to query 

image or may fail to retrieve images similar to query image. 

Hence, to produce efficient results, we will use combination 

of color and texture features.  

The similarity between query and target image is measured 

from two types of characteristic features which includes 

color and texture features. Two types of characteristics of 

images represent different aspects of property. So, during 

similarity measure, appropriate weights are considered to 

combine the features. The distance between the query image 

and the image in the database is calculated as follows:  

d=w1*d1+w2*d2      ...(4)                                                                                               

Here, w1 is the weight of the color features, w2 is the 

weight of the texture features and d1 and d2 are the 

distances calculated using color moment using Eq.(1) and 

texture features using Eq.(3). The above distance „d‟ is 

calculated between the query image and all the images in 

the database and it is sorted in ascending order. Better 

retrieval performances are achieved when we set w1=1 and 

w2=0.0001.  

Conversion of RGB planes into one single plane is 

performed considering : 

  gray= 029R+0.587G+0.11B 

 

Fingerprint Scanning : Here we shall develop a fingerprint 

module which would detect fingerprints of users and 
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authenticate it. This is a finger print sensor module with 

TTL UART interface for direct connections to 

microcontroller UART or to PC through MAX232 / USB-

Serial adapter.  

In this module, user selects its own fingerprint by clicking 

on the Select Fingerprint button. Here we use Harrison 

Corners Matching algorithm, for matching the image.  

 

   
where, 

 is the window at position , 

   is the intensity at , 

  is the intensity at the         

moved window  

 

For extracting and matching the fingerprints we will do the 

following: 

 

Detecting the Corners (also known as interest points) : 

Because, since it is the intersection of two edges, it 

represents a point in which the directions of these two 

edges change. Hence, the gradient of the image (in both 

directions) have a high variation, which can be used to 

detect it. 

 Since we are looking for windows with corners, we 

are looking for windows with a large variation in 

intensity. Hence, we have to maximize the equation 

above, specifically the term: 

 

 Using Taylor expansion: 

 

 Expanding the equation and cancelling properly: 

 

 Which can be expressed in a matrix form as: 

 

 Let‟s denote: 

 

 So, our equation now is 

 

 A score is calculated for each window, to 

determine if it can possibly contain a corner: 

 

where: 

 det(M) =  

 trace(M) =  

a window with a score  greater than a certain value is 

considered a “corner”.  

 
Fig 3: Fingerprint matching mechanism. 

 

Text-based-passwords using virtual keyboard: 

 A virtual keyboard environment will be developed 

which will be used for entering text based password. The 

keyboard will be given as: The keyboard will consist of 72 

keys, out of which there are 26 alphabets (a-z), 10 numbers 

(0-9), 32 special characters ($, #, ? etc.) and 4 virtual 

additional special characters. 

 

Operating the Virtual Keyboard for Password Entry:  
The keys in the virtual keyboard are logically divided into 

four groups- A, B, C and D, each comprising of 18 keys. 

When the keyboard is shown to the user, the keys are 

randomized such that they are not in any fixed positions. 

But to reduce the difficulty in locating the keys from the 

keyboard, the randomization is confined at the group levels 

and not at the entire keyboard level. That is, the 18 keys in 

each group are randomized only within themselves not across 

other groups. Then the user has to locate and remember the 

current position of the target key that is the next password 

character to be entered. To simplify the process of 

remembering key positions, an index for each key numbered 

from 1 to 18 are associated with each key in the keyboard. 

Similarly the group ids are also attached with each group. 

So the user simply needs to note down the index value and 

group id pertaining to the required key, for example A4 

where A is the group id the 4 is the index of the required key.  

Once they are noted down, user should click on the button 

captioned as "Hide Keys". Then a key transfer operation 

carried out according to the user's selection during the sign 

up phase. Accordingly, all the 18 keys in the 4 groups are 

transferred to other groups. 
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IV. CONCLUSION 

User can complete its registration phase and store its image 

and password into the database. The CBIR method then 

verifies the image with the existing image and authenticates 

it. Security level 1 of image matching is hence completed by 

the user. Watermarking of the image by the system using the 

Big plane algorithm and Fingerprint scanning and text based 

passwords using virtual keyboards are next two security 

levels of this system. Where the user's fingerprint are 

scanned using the R305 module and stored in the database 

and later on verified with the existing one. Finally, the user 

can enter its password using the virtual keyboard and login 

into the system. If the user's credentials are matched with 

the systems database, access to the system will be given to 

the user. 
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